
CHAPTER IV 

CONCLUSION 

After the research the resecercer find that there 22 9 twenty two ) tweets of 

Trump and Khemenei contains impoliteness. In the twenty two tweet researcher get 

4 (four) strateggies of impoliteness there, such as Bald and Record Impoliteness, 

Positive, Negative Impoliteness, and the last Sarcasm and Mock Ipmpolitess, there 

no Withold impoliteness found in the tweet since withold impoliteness can be occur 

when hearer does not get any respond when the situaion the hearer shoul have get 

the politeness performance from the speaker such as greeting, or apreciate, or thank 

from the speaker. And the last strategy can be occur and can be seen only in the 

direct interaction in the oral form. 

From the for strategies the positive impoliteness and negative impoliteness 

are the strategy which often find in the tweet and researcher only find 3(three) bald 

and record impolteness strategy there and 2(two) sarcasm and mock impoliteness 

strategy. 



 

 

1. TABLE OF SCREENSHOTS OF DONALD TRUMP AND ALI KHAMENEI IMPOLITE 

TWEET’S 

No DONALD TRUMP ALI KHAMENEI 
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2. TABLE OF DONALD TRUMP TWEET’S 

TWEETS DONALD J. TRUMP STRATEGIES 

“Wow! The wonderful Iranian protesters 

refused to step on, or in any way denigrate, our 

great American Flag. It was put on the street in 

order for them to trample it, and they walked 

around it instead. Big Progress!” (13 Jan 20) 

 

 Do not contain impoliteness strategy 

“Irian Foreign Minister says Iran wants to 

negotiate with The United States, but wants 

sanctions removed. @FoxNews @OANN No 

Thanks!” (26 Jan 20) 

 Do not contain  impoliteness strategy 

“To the leaders of Iran – DO NOT KILL 

YOUR PROTESTERS. Thousands have 

already been killed or imprisioned by you, and 

the World is watching. More importantly, the 

USA is Watching. Turn your internet back on 

and let reporters roam free! Stop the killing of 

your great Iranian people!” (12 Jan 20) 

 

 Do not contain impoliteness strategy 

“National Security Adviser suggested today 

that sanctions & protests have Iran “chocked 

off”, will force them to negotiate. Actually, I 

couldn’t care less if they negotiate. Will be 

totally up to them but, no nuclear weapons and 

“don’t kill your protesters.”” (13 Jan 20) 

 

 Do not contain impoliteness strategy 

“The democrats and the Fake News are trying 

to make terrorist Soleimani into a wonderful 

guy, only because I did what should have been 

done for 20 years. Anything I do, whether it’s 

the economy, military, or anything else, will be 

scorned by the Rafical Left, Do Nothing 

Democrats!” (13 Jan 20) 

 

Positive impoliteness ( use negative remark of 

identity )  

In line terrorist Soleimani 

  

“.... targeted 52 iranian sites ( represnting the 

52American hostages taken by Iran many 

years ago), some at very high level & 

importand to iran & Iranian culture, and those 

target , and Iran it self, WILL BE HIT VERY 

FAST AND VERY HARD. The USA wants 

no more theats!” ( 5 Jan 

Negative impoliteness ( warn) 

In line Iran it self, WILL BE HIT VERY 

FAST AND VERY HARD. 

 

The USA wants no more theats! 

 



 

 

“The government of Iran must allow human 

rights groups to monitor and report facts from 

the ground on the ongoing protests by the 

Iranian people. There can not be another 

massacre of peaceful protesters, nor an internet 

shutdown. The world is watching.”(12 Jan 20) 

 

 (do not containe impoliteness 

strategies ) 

“IRAN WILL NEVER HAVE A NUCLEAR 

WEAPON!” (6 Jan 20) 

 

Negative impoliteness ( deliver a warning ) 

In line IRAN WILL NEVER HAVE A 

NUCLEAR WEAPON!” 

“Where have the Radical Left, Do Nothing 

Democrats gone when they have spent the last 

3 days defending the life of QassemSoleimani, 

one of the worst in history and the father of the 

roadside bomb? He was also looking to do big 

future damage! Dems are “unhinged”” (11 Jan 

20) 

 

 (do not containe impoliteness 

strategies ) 

“To the brave, long-suffering people of Iran: 

I’ve stood with you since the beginning of my 

Presidency, and my Administration will 

continue to stand with you. We are following 

protests closely, and are inspired by your 

courage.” (12 Jan 20) 

 

 (do not containe impoliteness 

strategies ) 

“The united States just spent Two Trillion 

Dollars on Military Equipment. We are the 

biggest and by far the Best in the World! If Iran 

attacks an American Base, or Any American, 

we will be sending some of that brand new 

beautiful equipment their way...and without 

hesistation!” (5 Jan 20) 

 

Negative impoliteness ( there are warning and 

scorn statement )  

In line we will be sending some of that brand 

new beautiful equipment their way...and 

without hesistation 

“Pelosi doesn’t want to hand over The Articles 

of Impeachment, which were fraudulently 

produced by corrupt politicians like Shifty 

Schiff in the first place, because after all of 

these years of investigations and persecution 

they show no crimes and are a joke and scam!” 

(9 Jan 20) 

 

 ( do not contian impoliteness strategy) 

(Do not relate to the research) 

“They attach us, & we hit back. If they attack 

again, which I would strongly advise them not 

to do, we will hit them harder than they have 

ever been hit before!”. (5 Jan 20) 

 

Negative impoliteness ( deliver warning and 

scorn statement ) 

In line , which I would strongly advise them 

not to do, we will hit them harder than they 

have ever been hit before 



 

 

“Iran is taking very boldly about targeting 

certain USA assests as revenge for our ridding 

the world of their terrorist leader who had just 

killed an American, & badly wounded many 

others, not to mention all of the people he had 

killed over his lifetime, including recently.” ( 5 

Jan 20) 

 

 

 Do not contain impoliteness strategy 

 

 

“.... hundreds of iranian peotesters. He already 

attacking our embassy, and preparing the 

additional hits in other locations Iran has been 

nothing but problems for many years. Let this 

serve as a WARNING that if Iran strikes an 

Americans or,  American’s assets , we have... 

“.( 5 Jan 2020 ) 

 

Bald and record (dirctly mock or do face 

attacking) 

In line “Iran has been nothing but problems 

for many years. 

 

Negative inpoliteness ( warn ) 

In word WARNING 

“ The United State has paid Iraq Billion  

of Dolars a year, for many years. That is on top 

of all else we have done for them. The people 

of Iraq dont want to be dominated & contrilled 

by Iran,but ultimately, that is their choice. 

Over the last f 15 years, iran has Gained 

more....”. ( 3 Jan 2020 ) 

 

Positive impoliteness ( negative identity mark) 

terrorist leader 

 

 

 

 

 

 

“... and more control over Iraq, and the people 

of Iraq are not happy with that. It will never 

end well!.” ( 3 Jan 2020) 

 

 

 

 

Negative impoliteness (scorn and ) warn 

In line It will never end well! 

 

 

 

 

“All is well! Missiles launched from Iran at 

two military bases located in Iraq. Assesment 

of casualities& damages taking place now. So 

far, so good! We have the most powerful and 

well equipped military anywhere in the world, 

by far! I will be making a statement tomorrow 

morning.” (8 Jan 20) 

 

Sarcasm and mock impoliteness (incincerely 

deliver compliment ) 

In line So far, so good! 

  

 

 

 



 

 

3. TABLE OF ALI KHAMENEI TWEET’S 

TWEETS ALI KHAMENEI_IR STRATEGIES 

“All friends-& enemies- know that Jihad of 

Resistance will continue with more motivation & 

definite victory awaits the fighters on this blessed 

path. The loss of our dear General is Bitter. The 

Continuing fight & ultimate victory will be more 

bitter for the murderers & criminals./4” ( 3 Jan 20) 

 Do not contain impoliteness strategy 

“His Efforts & path won’t be stopped by his 

martyrdom, by God’s Power, rather a 

#SevereRevenge awaits the criminals who have 

stained their hands with his & the other martyrs’ 

blood last night. Martyr Soleimani is an Intl figure 

of Resistance & all such people will seek 

revenge./3” (3 Jan 20) 

Positive impoliteness (use bad remarks ) in 

line criminals  

Negative impoliteness (use warn ) 

In line #SevereRevenge awaits the 

criminals 

“Dear Iranian Nation! 

Years of sincere, brave efforts fighting against the 

devils & villainous in the world &yrs of wishing 

for martyrdom on the path of God finally took the 

dear Commander of Islam, Soleiman, to this lofty 

status. His blood was shed by the most barbaric 

of men.” (03 Jan 20) 

Positive impoliteness (use bad remarks) 

(the most barbaric of men) 

“The Corruptive presence of the US in the region 

of West Asia must be stopped. #SevereRevenge” 

(08 Jan 20) 

Bald and record (directly do face attacking ) 

In line The corruptiveof presence of the US 

in the region of West Asia must be 

stopped. 

#SevereRevenge 

“The US has caused war, division, sedition, 

destruction, and the demolition of infrastructures 

in this region. Of course they do this everywhere 

in the world. This region won’t accept the US 

presence. Governments elected by nations won’t 

accept the presence of the US.” (08 Jan 20) 

 do not contain impoliteness strategy 

“Even when these govts negotiate, their 

negotiations are mixed with deception. The same 

people who appear at the negotiating table – the 

same so called “gentlemen” behind the table – are 

Mock and sarcasm ( incincerely deliver good 

word ) in line “gentlemen” 

 



 

 

the same terrorist of the Baghdad airport. They 

just change clothes.” (17 Jan 20) 

“The villainous US govt repeatedly says that they 

are standing by the Iranian ppl. They Lie. If you 

are standing by Iranian ppl, it is only to stab them 

in the heart with your venomous daggers. Of 

course, you have so far failed to do so, & you will 

certainly continue to fail.” ( 17 Jan 20) 

Positive impoliteness ( use negative mark of 

identity) 

In line The villainous US 

 

“The US govt killed Martyr Soleimani, not in 

battlefield but thievishly & cowardly. This abased 

the US. Before that, such assassinations were the 

Zionist regime’s specialty. Now, US president 

says he assassinated Soleimani. God smacks 

some people to make them confess.” (17 Jan 20) 

 do not contain impoliteness strategy 

“The shameless US government was disgraced by 

calling Martyr Soleimani a terrorist when he was 

recognized by everyone as the most prominent & 

powerful commander in the fight against 

terrorism. Which other commander could do the 

great things he did?”. (17 Jan 20) 

Bald and record (directly do face attacking ) 

In line The shameless US government 

“The lying, rambling US govt – whose words are 

worthless – tried to introduce this great Mujahid& 

Commander in the fight against terrorism as a 

terrorist. The Iranian nation slapped them in the 

face with their turn out in the millions for the 

funeral of General Soleimani.”(8 jan 20) 

Bald and rcord impoliteness ( direcly do face 

attacking 0 

In line The lying, rambling US govt – 

whose words are worthless 

“The Corruptiove presence of the US in the 

region of West Asia must be stopped.”(08 Jan 20) 

Positive impolite ness ( use negative remarks 

) 

In line The Corruptiove presence of the US 

 

 

 

 


